
Vahrosa De, https://www.darkjedibrotherhood.com/character_sheets/15002
I like to imagine him in some glacial wilderness, looking for artifacts, and he has his headphones
on to keep him occupied.

1. I Don't Wanna Talk (I Just Wanna Dance) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nrEaHinGmY -
Glass Animals -- Vahrosa is at his peak performance when he's not taking himself seriously, and
his choices in music reflect this. By listening to music with a clear beat it helps keep him
focused. The song is also silly at a face level, but under the thin veneer, the songs lyrics reflect
how Vahrosa avoids thinking about his past entirely, pretending it never existed while performing
this playboy, casual persona.

2. My Hallelujah https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEBv0-8lJ2g - Autoheart -- Frankly, its just
good music. But then, Vahrosa hears the lyrics "I don't know what you're hunting, its me its
something else, and I cannot deny that I am hurting." and he can't help but relate. I imagine him
alone, on the glacial ice, sorting through antiquities he's found and getting sidetracked by the
fact that this song HURTS him. He will never be someone elses Hallelujah. He's not the waiting
kind.

3. Smalltown Boy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjbosSgeHk8 -Orville Peck -- I imagine
him traveling on the ice, earpods in to get rid of the noise of the engines. The cold hurts, but he
lets it hurt him. There are moments in Vahrosas life where he can't keep pretending he's not a
deeply wounded person, and this song really digs into the problems. "The answers you seek will
never be found at home. The love that you need will never be found at home." Despite all his
wealth, and power, and items he can accumulate, sometimes Vahrosa is still just a runaway boy.

4.Frozen Pines https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fG_WCN3PdZk -Lord Huron -- Sometimes a
song just makes sense for a winter exploration. There's a warmth despite the cold theme, and
Vahrosa likes to have appropriate music. All of Vahrosas music is him pretending he's not a
deeply sad person, really. The song also makes him think of the night that he had to leave home
and never look back.

5. It's All So Incredibly Loud https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyx0YftuyDU - Glass Animals
--This is the song for when Vahrosa is overwhelmed and can't take any single thing anymore.
This is his song for when things are falling apart and he can't control it anymore. Vahrosa is
prone to anxiety attacks if he doesn't have enough stimulation, and so being out in the cold with
just him and his thoughts is probably enough to drive him into a panic attack while he settles in
for the night before the dawn comes.


